Source of Strength of the DPRK
The single-hearted unity is a sure guarantee for the Democratic People’s
Republic of Korea to remain unperturbed in any political turmoil.
Amidst the worst situation in the closing years of the last century, in which
socialism collapsed one after another in many countries and the imperialist allied
forces concentrated their anti-socialist offensive on the DPRK, the Korean people,
united around their leader single-heartedly, defended the banner of socialism.
Countries that claim to be strong may have collapsed in such hard trials of
history, but the trials rather consolidated the political foundations of the
single-hearted unity of the Korean society.
The hostile forces are still intensifying their political and economic sanctions to
disintegrate socialist Korea, but the country is vigorously building itself into a
powerful socialist country, surmounting all trials and challenges on the strength of
single-hearted unity.
History and the reality vividly demonstrated how strong is the might of the
single-hearted unity of Korea, where all the people and the leader share the same
ideas and destiny.
The source of strength of this single-hearted unity is the affection bestowed on
its people by Kim Jong Un, Chairman of the State Affairs Commission of the
DPRK.
Kim Jong Un pursues politics of making selfless, devoted efforts for the good of
the people. His view on them is that everything exists only when they exist and
nothing is more precious than them. The source of miracle is the inexhaustible
strength of the people, not mysterious divine power, and nothing is impossible if
one relies on it–this is his political creed.
Witnessing reconstruction in the areas hit by natural calamities, projects
conducted recently by the state, the international society realized how hard he
strives for the protection of the people’s lives and safety and for their happy and
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cultured life.
He inspected a disaster-stricken area before anybody else, consoled the victims,
and did everything to provide them with wonderful living conditions; for them, he
was their benevolent father, who grieves over the misfortune of his children and
goes to great pains to provide them with a happier life.
The Korean people are firmly rallied around their leader.
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